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of his party broke with him on the question of a ten per
cent cut in unemployment pay,
A party leader, in short, must never be so much in
advance of his party that its members cannot willingly
follow him in the divergence he makes from its normal
high-road. In che kind of situation we confront, the
leader of the Conservative Party has two obligations, if
Mr. Gladstone's "mutual confidence" is to be preserved,
not easily reconcilable with one another* On the one
hand, he has to tell his followers that the economic pro-
gramme of the Labour Party would be disastrous to the
nation; a view, quite certainly, that they accept with -
passionate sincerity. On the other hand, he would have
to tell them that if the mass of the electorate prefers the
programme of disaster, they must reconcile themselves to
its acceptance. On any showing, that is a hard task* It is
particularly hard because the means through which, as
bankers and investors and business men, they can register
their antagonism to its operation are only partly within
his power to influence. How many Conservative investors
would refuse to change English securities into foreign
because their political leader informed them that a newly-
elected Labour Government ought to have a fair chance;
that Government which, as it were the day before, he was
warning the electorate would, by its triumph, jeopardize
the security of the nation ?
The converse, of course, is just as true of the Labour
Party. As a Government without a majority, its followers,
not very happily, permitted it to legislate within the
framework of capitalism. It is at best highly dubious
whether a Labour Prime Minister in command of a
majority would be permitted the luxury of refusing to put
his principles to the test. The second MacDonald Govern-
ment produced the defection of the Independent Labour
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